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MEMORANDUM 
 
DATE: August 23, 2019 
TO: Herring Committee 
FROM: Herring Plan Development Team 
SUBJECT: PDT input on Debrief of Amendment 8 Management Strategy Evaluation 

process  
This memo provides input from the Herring Plan Development Team (PDT) on the ongoing 
debrief on the Management Strategy Evaluation (MSE) process used to develop and analyze 
Acceptable Biological Catch (ABC) control rule alternatives in Amendment 8 to the Atlantic 
Herring Fishery Management Plan.  
This MSE was the first time the Council used MSE as a decision-making tool, and the degree of 
stakeholder participation was rare, if not unique, at least for U.S. fisheries (Feeney et al. 2019). 
The PDT cautions that it would be short-sighted to decide whether to conduct another MSE 
based solely on how this first attempt at MSE went. The PDT is aware of many potential 
improvements that could be made to the MSE process used for Atlantic herring, cautioning 
against judging the entire value of MSE generally on this single experience. 
The input provided here is structured similarly to the topics that the Council sought input on 
through the solicitation for public comments on the MSE debrief, which closed on August 9: 
https://www.nefmc.org/library/management-strategy-evaluation-debrief-comment-now. Input 
from individual PDT members was collated and discussed at an in-person meeting on August 5 
and via subsequent email. The PDT did not necessarily reach a consensus view on the topics, so 
the bullets below describe the full range of input, NOT a consensus view. The number of bullets 
under each sub-topic does NOT necessarily indicate the number of PDT members with certain 
views; individual comments were consolidated to avoid repetition. 
  

https://www.nefmc.org/library/management-strategy-evaluation-debrief-comment-now
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1. Clarity of purpose and need for using MSE in Amendment 8. 
PDT member input on this topic was mixed. Several PDT members felt that the purpose and need for the 
MSE was well described, but others felt that it may have been lost on some members of the Council and 
public: 

WAS CLEAR 
• The Council made it clear why MSE was being used and why it was necessary. 
• The outreach was extensive, and participants felt a part of the process. 

WAS UNCLEAR 
• The need for MSE over traditional decision-making was described but lost on some constituents 

throughout the process. 
• There could have been better articulation of how the process would work (models, metrics, what 

the steps were, what participants are expected to contribute, etc.). 
• It was too difficult find a clearly stated need and purpose for employing MSE techniques in 

Amendment 8. However, the goals of Amendment 8 were well suited to using an MSE that 
evaluated and synthesized perspectives from a variety of stakeholders. 

MIXED/NEUTRAL 
• In the first half of 2015, there was some preliminary MSE work and discussions by the Scientific 

and Statistical Committee and join Herring/EBFM Committee about using an MSE approach. At 
the January 2016 Herring AP and Committee meetings, MSE was more formally introduced and 
these bodies were asked whether they would support using MSE for developing alternatives and 
impact analysis. At those meetings, there was not much discussion of how else the Council might 
accomplish this work. After a few people asked questions, there were near unanimous motions to 
use MSE (one abstention by a Committee member). At the January Council meeting, the motion 
to use MSE carried 16/1/0. This all does not necessarily mean that people were clear, but at least 
supportive of trying this new approach. 

• Some stakeholders were clear on what MSE is and why the Council was using MSE and others 
were not. Some Council members were unclear what the purpose of using MSE was as well. This 
improved over the course of the MSE though. The herring fishery stakeholders did not seem very 
clear on the potential utility of MSE for this action. 
 

2. Sufficiency of general education about MSE, how well MSE was understood (e.g., models, role of 
stakeholder input) and any ideas for improving the education process (e.g., more literature, online 
instructional webinars, in-person seminars). 
For the most part, PDT members felt that the MSE process would have been strengthened with more 
education of Council members and the public about MSE in general and on this specific MSE: 

WAS SUFFICIENT 
• The MSE concept was well described at the outset of the first public workshop. 
• The small group discussions at the first workshop were effective in facilitating a deeper 

understanding of the objective setting process. 

WAS INSUFFICIENT 
• The effort spent on education was above average for Council actions, but there was still room for 

improvement. 
• There was insufficient education about the general topic of MSE. In January 2016, when the AP 

and Cte were asked to support using an MSE approach, the only background information provided 
for those meetings were a few PowerPoint presentations. The AP asked for more background info, 
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but staff did not provide much more until Workshop 1. One limitation was needing to secure 
copyright permissions from publishers to distribute articles. Staff also struggled to find existing 
documents that provided non-technical, simple descriptions of MSE. Thus, in advance of the 
workshop, the MSE technical team and staff ended up writing a white paper and providing a peer-
reviewed article (Punt 2015). 

• Stakeholders did not understand how their input would be used or how the MSE would inform 
managers. This failure was largely driven by a lack of time built into the process for this purpose. 

• Staff did a good job presenting the concept, but the attendees, outside of the academics, really 
struggled (and still do) to grasp the concept. 

• The multi-faceted scope of data analysis from the MSE was large, and generated volumes of 
outputs that were probably difficult for non-experts to digest and easily understand. 

• Some stakeholders never fully understood how to interpret the MSE or the MSE process. When 
recommending a final preferred alternative, an AP member said that he did not care what the 
fishery would be like more than 100 years into the future, assuming incorrectly that was the 
outcome of the model. 

IMPROVED OVER TIME 
• Once the process got going, the stakeholders understood better. The first workshop seemed more 

like a public comment session, but during and after the second workshop, stakeholders seemed 
more engaged. 

• Documents and presentations were good, but the only way metrics and models could be 
understood was to stay engaged through the workshops and follow presentations at PDT and other 
Council meetings. Other people seemed to feel the same way – continued exposure increased 
understanding. 

IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
• Future MSEs should include time explicitly for education, especially before the formal process 

truly begins. Improving understanding up front would allow for more useful input at workshops, 
during “the meat” of the process. It is less helpful to finally understand the process once the time 
for input has passed. Providing detailed background for the Phase 1 workshop would be helpful. 

• Interactive webinars or on-line tutorials would avoid the hassle of an in-person meeting. Emphasis 
on interactive/explanatory – it is hard to understand the details from reading/visuals, but subject 
matter experts walking through the material, using real world and species-specific examples help. 
The more specific, detailed examples in the initial phase, the better. 

• NEFMC could partner with NEFSC (or perhaps though the MREP program) to create educational 
materials that could be used for future MSE. 

• Should provide more background papers or literature in layman fashion for ease of understanding 
a complicated process across multiple user groups. 

• An interactive browser-based interface to explore the MSE results at one’s own pace would be 
helpful (e.g., a “shiny” app). 

• In the future, it may be beneficial to reduce the number of evaluation options to those that more 
starkly contrast one-another.  

• Base terminology and performance metrics were probably a bit confusing. Clearly defining the 
terminology and identifying universal, understandable performance metrics for scoring and 
ranking MSE outputs would help comparison between outputs. 

• Smaller group opportunities could have been used with more time. The workshop small groups 
were so diverse it was very challenging to get everyone at the same level. Maybe the way we 
conduct public hearings at the beginning of a process could have been used here as an opportunity 
to provide education in key ports/areas; the workshops were too large to serve that purpose 
effectively. 

• Education would likely have been easier with a smaller, invitation-only group. 
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3. Utility of the six distinct phases of this MSE, whether some phases (or aspects of phases) more useful 
or successful than others and whether the time provided for each phase enough. 
For the most part, PDT members felt that proceeding through the MSE in distinct phases was useful, but 
that the process was rushed. 

GENERALLY 
• It was good to have a Council-centered process which helped with buy-in and acceptance of 

outcomes. 
• The six distinct phases (incl. two workshops and peer review) were adequate and a useful way to 

frame the MSE. 
• The process was methodical and well thought out. The PDT reviewed/previewed MSE results 

several times. Although this seemed redundant at the time, it was in part, to help identify the best 
way to communicate the process/results/tradeoffs to the public. If additional MSEs are 
undertaken, we should be able to build from these methodological developments and streamline 
the PDT review process. 

• The push to get Amendment 8 implemented in time to develop 2019 specifications (a goal that 
was not met in the end), short-changed the MSE. 
• The biggest downfall of the MSE may have been insufficient time. The entire process and 

each phase were hurried, which was detrimental to stakeholder understanding of the MSE 
and may have ultimately created a negative impression of MSE as a tool more generally. 

• Given the newness of MSE, it could be beneficial to provide more time and opportunity for 
stakeholders to revisit and provide input on parameters. It was an extensive amount of work 
in a short period of time. Participants did not have enough time to digest and understand each 
phase of the process. 

• Would the Council have been willing to extend the A8 timeline to do MSE “right”? 

PHASES 1-3 (WORKSHOP 1, SIMULATIONS, WORKSHOP 2) 
• Workshops were good discussion forums and opportunities for the public to interact with each 

other and with scientists.  
• Workshop 2 was smoother than 1, as we were all a bit more experienced. 
• Phase 3 was useful for having the public participate in person and interact with different 

stakeholders and subject matter experts. There could have been more time for discussion and 
narrowing down options (or doing a deep dive on the process on day 1) at the workshop but two 
days is already a lot to ask for the public to attend. Maybe there could have been an online follow 
up shortly afterwards. 

PHASES 4-6 (FINALIZING RESULTS, PEER REVIEW, INCORPORATION INTO A8) 
• A lot of time was spent planning and preparing for the peer review (Phase 5), which was an 

important phase, but it took valuable time away from analysts translating and using results for the 
management process. 

• Peer review presentations to the Council were useful towards understanding the process.  
• Phase 6 would have gone much more smoothly if it was consecutive instead of concurrent to 

Phases 4 and 5. Not having results of the peer review made Phase 6 more challenging. Phase 6 
could have been more transparent with better rationale for why certain options were rejected.  

• In Phase 6, there was limited opportunity for feedback with the Committee in identifying and 
refining alternatives. Staff tried to accomplish this over two Committee meetings, but it was all 
crammed into the second meeting, because at the first meeting, the Committee was not ready to 
identify alternatives. Perhaps an overall range could have been identified first, and then a second 
phase built in for refinement of alternatives once folks were presented results and had a better 
understanding of the impacts of the larger range of options. 
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4. Appropriateness of using open-invitation, public workshops for this MSE and/or recommendations for 
other formats. 

PDT member input on this topic was mixed. Some PDT members felt that a closed group could have been 
more effective. Other PDT members felt that, due to the newness of MSE and controversies surrounding 
Amendment 8, an open process was appropriate this time, but perhaps future iterations of this MSE could 
use a smaller group of stakeholders.  

WAS APPROPRIATE 
• Given the rushed MSE process, there was not time to develop a stakeholder selection process for a 

closed group that would be widely viewed as transparent. We had greater concern for process-
derailment with selecting a closed group versus the uncertainties that come with an open process. 

• The workshops had to be public, because they were Council-run.  
• This seemed like a reasonable method to include stakeholders in the process. 
• While this was appropriate, it may not have been effective. Ideally, the group would be able to 

come to a compromise conclusion on what a suitable control rule would be for all parties; having 
such a large and varied constituency did not allow for this. 

• It was important for this action, being as controversial as it was, and because it was the first MSE 
conducted by this Council. We may have gotten more valuable input from a smaller group of 
invited participants but keeping everything transparent was key. 

• This is the only way to get all stakeholders involved, at the table and to participate. It was 
important to use the open invitation vs. the small invite only working group. 

• Using an open workshop was difficult, but the Council did not have much choice. Ideally, an MSE 
closed-group would consist of people who can work together, agree on facts and the need for 
action, and possibly approach consensus. 

NOT APPROPRIATE/OTHER IDEAS 
• A targeted invitation may have provided better input for this process with representation from key 

stakeholders, particularly when broken up into small groups. Some perspectives were 
overrepresented and some underrepresented in the various groups. It was easy for the feedback of 
the highest numbers to overwhelm both the discussion and in group-think. 

• Only use open-invitation workshops if the topic to be evaluated requires such broad participation. 
Otherwise, some sort of invite only or sub-group process would probably be enough. There is 
existing literature on how to construct functional stakeholder groups. 

• Although inherently “messy”, I feel this was an essential part of the process. Complete open-
ended format is likely not constructive. Having some guidelines and limits is key. 

• It was useful to get broad perspectives across interest groups, and this mirrored the classic Council 
public input process. However, since not all participants or facilitators were subject matter 
experts, and even experts were not familiar with all aspects, it took participants a while to 
understand the complicated process, their input was widely varied (making ranges harder to 
narrow down), and not all input was quantitative (therefore not easy to plug into metrics).  

• It is good to have stakeholder input informing the document and an opportunity for stakeholders 
to interact with subject matter experts, but maybe there is a way for stakeholders to participate at a 
higher level that does not include specific metric and numerical decisions. 

• This is a difficult balance. ASMFC took a different route with an equally contentious MSE (for 
menhaden), where a few representatives and managers were invited (ASMFC 2015). The ASMFC 
process was smoother, but there were concerns about exclusivity, and there is a lack of general 
buy-in among all stakeholders as a result. The NEFMC process was more open, making some of 
the workshops difficult and time consuming to attend. There was more buy-in to the NEFMC 
approach, but it is unclear whether that is due to the workshop or the outcomes. 
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• If a smaller invited group is used in the future, there should be several opportunities for general 
input along the way – it cannot be developed in a vacuum with no opportunity for input from 
stakeholders who are not “at the table.” 

 
5. Utility of how MSE results were presented in helping characterize the tradeoffs between alternatives. 

For the most part, PDT members felt that it was very challenging to present MSE results in simple 
formats, though approaches improved over the course of the MSE. 

WAS USEFUL 
• The “web” diagrams were helpful.  
• Visuals accompanied by a presentation were best; it was hard to interpret visuals alone without an 

explanation from an expert. 
• Staff and SMAST contractors did an excellent, thorough job presenting MSE analyses at multiple 

venues. Requests for modified and expanded analyses were promptly provided.   

WAS DIFFICULT 
• Workshop attendees struggled to understand tradeoffs. It was tough for them to grasp what the 

visuals were presenting, especially when constructed on the fly. Little time was allotted to 
educating stakeholders about how to interpret the graphics.  

• The barplots did not lend themselves to the easy representation of tradeoffs.  
• The analysis generated an overwhelming amount of information. We were very thorough in the 

communication of these results, but it seemed difficult for stakeholders to keep in mind the 
context associated with each figure. This is the challenge of telling the story of multi-factor 
scenarios through a linear set of slides or documents. 

• This is very challenging. It worked OK at the Committee level, but members can sometimes show 
up at meetings cold, not having reviewed materials in advance. That is not feasible for MSE. 
Ample time needs to be spent before meetings reviewing and preparing. This was even more 
difficult at full Council level when time was more limited.  

• Having outsiders present was useful at certain stages compared to staff giving all presentations. 

IMPROVED OVER TIME 
• The graphics eventually constructed by SMAST contractors were an improvement, but they were 

not available during workshops.  
• The graphics got progressively more helpful and were pretty good by the end.  
• MSE results are complicated, and initially, it was difficult for the public (especially those not 

involved in the MSE process) to comprehend. It seemed to become more understandable as the 
number of alternatives decreased and more effort was put into explaining the results. Initially 
though, it was overwhelming for most stakeholders. 

IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
• Two-day meetings could be a potential improvement, one day to teach/review, and one day to 

develop ideas/discuss.  
• Development of an interactive/on-line user interface (e.g., Shiny App) that would allow 

stakeholders the ability to "play" on their own time outside of workshops would be useful. 
• An MSE with more focused objectives/parameters could have been helpful. It may have resulted 

in fewer outputs with more contrast between options and be therefore easier to concisely present. 
• Information could have been presented in layman terms more, to get across the point to the 

audiences at multiple levels. Infographics are helpful to use when describing complicated 
processes.  
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6. How well the Council integrated the MSE results and workshop input in developing Amendment 8 
alternatives. 

PDT member input on this topic was mixed. Workshop input was, to varying degrees, reflected in the 
alternatives, but it could have been made more clear upfront what the process was for translating 
workshop input into Amendment 8. 

WAS SUFFICIENT 
• Virtually all the Workshop 1 recommendations for objectives and parameters to be tested were 

accepted, showing a willingness to respect the novel MSE process. 
• Many ideas from Workshop 2 shaped the alternatives. 
• The Committee used an MSE approach to create the range of alternatives: identifying quantitative 

performance criteria, then selecting a range of alternatives based on the criteria. True, the final 
range of alternatives was not exactly what came out of workshop 2, but the Council never 
promised that it would cede its role in approving the range of alternatives to attendees of an open-
invite workshop. 

• As good a job as possible give time constraints and struggles to understand concepts. 
• Because the MSE was methodical and careful, there was little room for the results to be ignored 

by the Council when crafting alternatives. 
• Substantial work was put into condensing and organizing results in different ways to facilitate 

understanding. 
• The alternatives seemed to cover the viewpoints of most stakeholders, which was important. 

WAS INSUFFICIENT 
• More time would have been useful for this stage. 
• Some workshop participants were critical that the range of alternatives did not reflect the range of 

input from the workshops. There could have a more explicit link between stakeholder input from 
the workshops and the preferred performance specified by the Council.  

• It took a lot of input and iteration by the PDT and Committee to narrow down the potential 
alternatives that came out of the second workshop to the ultimate range of alternatives analyzed in 
Amendment 8. 

• The Council’s ability to modify the range of alternatives likely undermined some of the 
engagement/trust of the MSE participants and seemed contrary to the goals of the process. The 
range of alternatives included some (Alternatives 1-3) that had nothing to do with the Council’s 
stated, preferred, quantitative metrics (Alternative 4 options). Thus, the door was always open to 
choose an alternative that would have negated the entire stakeholder outreach and MSE process. 
Ultimately, the Council chose an option that was born of the MSE, but there was always this 
specter looming until the decision was made. 

IDEAS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
• Ideally, this process would allow the MSE group to develop a set of options and then settle on one 

that they determine to be the best. This would not have been possible given the constituency of 
this MSE group and their conflicting viewpoints on how herring should be managed. 

• The Council could have been more specific in what they were looking for in the development of 
alternatives, given that the final preferred alternative was a modification from what was developed 
through the MSE. 

• Council members should have been more integrated throughout to help minimize disconnects 
between workshop outcomes and Council decisions, rather than increasing their level of 
involvement at the latter stages of the process. 

• Spend more time narrowing down that range with public input at the workshop level to ease the 
burden of work for the PDT and Committee and to allow for more transparency on the decisions 
that led to the final range of alternatives. 
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7. Utility of the MSE in balancing tradeoffs between objectives. 

PDT member input on this topic was mixed. PDT members see the potential for MSE to provide a more 
thorough, quantitative way to balance tradeoffs, but recognized that there were challenges in doing so. 

WAS USEFUL IN BALANCING TRADEOFFS 
• MSE is a good data-driven method to analyze different parameters of importance. This yields 

helpful quantitative results that make it easier to contrast the impacts of certain objectives and help 
identify critical features. Without MSE, many of these tradeoffs would have been imperceptible. 
This aspect was probably one of the largest benefits of using MSE compared to status quo.  

• This was difficult initially, as there was so much information, but the Council staff distilled it 
well. The discussions of tradeoffs at Council meetings was clear and well done. 

• Though balancing tradeoffs was much easier and clearer cut, it may not have had much influence 
on the positions of managers and the stakeholders. 

• The Council ultimately chose a control rule that seemed to balance tradeoffs among objectives 
relatively well, considering yield, variation in yield, and some metrics related to biomass 
conservation (e.g., probability of overfishing). 

• Understanding that the analysis was only as good as the data being used, the comparison of 
tradeoffs was a strength of the MSE. 

WAS NOT USEFUL IN BALANCING TRADEOFFS 
• This MSE struggled with so many operating models; it was very challenging to present 

meaningful results across eight different states of nature that were so variable. 
• Even with visuals, it was hard to understand exactly how the tradeoffs related to each other. They 

could have been explained in more detail. The different inputs/objectives felt separate even within 
a single alternative. 

• Developing a predator model was a valiant effort, but there was unfortunately insufficient data for 
it to make realistic comparisons of alternatives. This was explained numerous times. However, 
some stakeholders used the lack of difference in predator outcomes to lobby for preferred 
alternatives. This was a misunderstanding/misuse of the MSE outcomes. 

• MSE is more useful for long-term impact analysis. Insufficient time and effort were spent on 
preparing short-term impact analysis. In the end, the Council and public leaned heavily on the 
short-term analysis versus the MSE results. This was likely due to: the outcomes of the 2018 
herring assessment, the short-term analysis was more akin to what people were used to seeing 
(perhaps understood better than the MSE), and a general focus on short-term outcomes. 

• In future, the Council might consider an explicit "phase-in" plan where a management measure is 
implemented incrementally over a few years. This would avoid the shock associated with an 
overnight change in management, especially when accompanied by drastic cuts in quota. 

 

8. The benefits and costs of using an MSE for Amendment 8, and if the benefits outweighed the costs. 

PDT member input on this topic was mixed.  

BENEFITS 
• New stakeholders engaged in the Council process. 
• Stakeholders seemed to feel more heavily engaged in the process. 
• Stakeholders used MSE outputs to form their public comment. 
• Lines of communication among user groups were opened that may not have otherwise occurred. 

People did not seem to become long-term friends, but the conversations were collegial and that 
can pay dividends. 
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• It offers a good, structured approach to evaluating and balancing competing objectives, which will 
only improve with time as more MSEs are completed. It is appropriate for fisheries with recurring 
issues of tradeoffs between management objectives. 

• It provided a large range of alternatives to be considered. 
• Other approaches would have likely involved more ill-informed discussion and political bickering. 
• The new forum/process allowed managers to think of decisions and tradeoffs in different ways. 
• A big benefit was being able to evaluate the various control rule across metrics.  
• The Council’s proposed action may have looked very similar with or without an MSE, but the 

MSE helped provide important rationale (relative to the metrics) for the proposed action.  
• There was general acceptance of the outcome. Leading up to the last Council vote, stakeholders 

publicly noted that while not ideal, they would support the selected control rule. While the 
industry is in dismay at the state of herring, they seem to understand and appreciate the process 
and logic behind the control rule. 

• In future, the success of the control rule can be evaluated by revisiting the performance metrics. 

COSTS 

• Most of the new stakeholders have not continued to participate in Council meetings after the 
workshops. 

• We aimed to implement A8 in 2018, with or without MSE, and clearly blew past that goal. It took 
more time for staff and stakeholders, and it took time for participants to understand the process 
well enough to provide informed input. 

• While the MSE was detailed and considered more factors than usual for management parameters, 
it was still hindered by data availability, proxies, and the fact it couldn’t really consider spatial 
elements. 

• Control rules and models are highly technical, so this process would be more useful if it was less 
technical and quantitative and a more approachable subject for participants. 

• Managers and stakeholders were overwhelmed with the over-abundance of data and info to 
process. 

• The newness of MSE probably created some confusion and contributed to some difficulties in 
selecting alternatives. 

• Perhaps the range of alternatives was not large enough, as the Council’s final decision was not one 
of the original alternatives. 

DID BENEFITS OUTWEIGH COSTS? 
• Yes. 

• Given the Council’s intent to create a long-term control rule, MSE was the most appropriate 
way to support an informed decision. 

• There was more analysis and justification of the preferred alternative. 
• This was critical in setting up the change in herring management. There were clear goals and 

objectives even if there wasn’t agreement on the outcome by stakeholders.  
• No.  

• The benefits (options that consider a wide range of potential influences from multiple 
stakeholder groups) did not outweigh the costs (time, money, effort) in this case.  

• It would be hard to argue that the process was successful given that the MSE alternatives 
were modified in year 1 and not used at all in year 2 of the specifications for which it was 
developed. The SSC decided to go against what the chosen alternative was for 2021 and 
implement a far more conservative catch limit. However, NMFS still has not officially ruled 
on the Council’s preferred control rule. 
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9. How this MSE process compared to how else the Council could have developed and selected 
alternatives. 

PDT members generally felt that this MSE process provided more opportunity for public input more 
structure for developing objectives and alternatives, and more impact analysis than how the Council 
usually develops actions. 

• More input. The workshops had a total participation of about 145, 65 of whom do not regularly 
engage in the Council process related to herring management. Thus, new people were drawn in. 
The workshops had substantially more and varied public input than Committee meetings. 

• More intention. The Council usually breezes through develop goals for an action and discussing 
problems that an action is intended to solve. It then becomes difficult to develop alternatives that 
might meet these goals or solve problems. An MSE forces the Council to think more explicitly 
about the goals and problems upfront, so developing alternatives becomes easier. Otherwise, 
people would have been promoting their favorite control rule without having a common 
discussion of what we are trying to achieve (i.e., less stabbing in the dark). 

• More structure. The alternative development process usually involves posturing and politics. 
MSE helped lessen this by providing a structured framework for input and decision-making. MSE 
was appropriate for this complex problem of setting a harvest control rule that balances the 
tradeoffs between multiple objectives (in a forage stock that has inherently stochastic dynamics). 
It provided a wider range of possible control rule to narrow into alternatives. 

• More transparency. It was easier to see how the Council got from “there” to “here” in a more 
transparent way than usual for such a complex issue. 

• More performance-based. Without MSE, we would have likely made the range of alternatives 
using ABC CRs used in other plans and regions. The range in A8 was designed to meet certain 
performance thresholds for key objectives specific to this plan. Without the MSE, the range would 
have likely been more random.  

• More analysis. Even though the models are not perfect, having the MSE results did enable a 
direct way to compare the alternatives quantitatively. That is a benefit for the EIS compared to a 
few uncertain qualitative statements about the potential impacts. It is likely that the Council’s 
proposed action would have looked very similar with or without an MSE, but the rationale 
(relative to the metrics) for the proposed action would have been less robust without an MSE. 

10. Other comments 

• This MSE was seriously hampered, because A8 also considered alternatives to address localized 
depletion. Considering these two issues together was very challenging. It extended the timeline out 
confused the public in know when and how to engage. If A8 was strictly focused on the ABC CR, 
it would have likely been easier for the public to focus.  

• It was a lot of work for those directly involved. 
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